
BEST HANDWRITING APP FOR IPAD WITH TOUCH

We've put over 30 of the best note taking apps for iPad and iPhone under Most note taking systems support
touch-based scrawl of some type.

The Adonit Pixel feels pleasant between your fingertips and has two built-in shortcut buttons for undoing or
redoing the last stroke you made. The interface is stylish, fun and responsive, with plenty of options to scale or
move elements around the page â€” and it offers variable ink styles, colors, thicknesses and writing
implements. This app understands the sloppiest scrawl quite well and offers predictive text at the top of the
window to let you tweak its interpretation, or you can correct spelling directly on the text output. In the
absence of Photoshop, Procreate is rightly championed as an Adobe suite replacement. The Notifications tab
should also bring you up to speed with any changes made to your notes recently. The whole platform is free,
with no restrictions on the number of devices you can sync and no upload quotas. There are other ways to keep
notes top of mind. Tap on the Pencil icon at the bottom to reveal the toolbar. Maybe Evernote can make this
happen in the next update. It supports rich text capture with the usual bullet point, checkbox, and text
formatting options you need to author quick notes, to-dos, and lists. Apps like GoodNotes allow you to rest
your hand on the screen while writing with the Apple Pencil for an even better note-taking experience. When I
double tap my home button to switch between apps to say take a screen shot and then go back to penultimate
the app opens at a page pages above where I left it. Outside of that nifty feature, Whink is a very robust
note-taking app. You can incorporate aspects of your spreadsheets into your documents, organize everything
into shared or private folders, and mention your teammates to draw attention. But it's not perfect. The app
supports simple text input with bullet points and checkboxes for creating lists or to-dos. Tags can also be
deployed anywhere within a note like a regular hashtag, allowing you to filter by tag using the search engine.
Linea Sketch Linea Sketch sits somewhere between Paper and more professional drawing apps like Procreate.
Pen to Print free Source: Serendi Ltd In a variation on the handwriting recognition concept, Pen to Print reads
scanned, handwritten documents and converts them into editable, searchable digital text that can be stored on
your device or within a cloud service. From here, you can switch to a pen or a marker tip and pick any color
you want. It's also possible to mix any combination of these things within a single note. The note taking
platform is a depository for anything and everything. Notes can be collaborative too. Audio input lets you
record notes. These tags then live in the sidebar to the left of the screen, so you can browse by tag with a tap if
you want. This makes Notability the best tool for taking lecture notes. Gestures let you select, cut, copy, paste
and insert special characters. Evernote Best iOS note taking app for heavyweight features Evernote is a titan of
the note taking world. Plus, the handwriting recognition works even if your handwriting is poor. Since Apple
overhauled the app a few years back, Notes is a great platform for storing your thoughts, documents, and lists.
Not only is Drafts a note taking app on its own, but it's also an extension that plays nicely with some of the
other big players like OneNote and Evernote. You can also send notes from this menu without having to add
users as collaborators. The continuous vertical scrolling makes note-taking much easier. This is perfect for use
in lectures or business meetings since you can use a feature called Note Replay to play back both the audio
and the ink recordings in time with each other. Since Simplenote is free, there are no features hidden behind
in-app purchases or subscriptions: You get access to everything. Organization is another Evernote strong
point. If so, let us know about it in the comments below! But it's still easy to take handwritten notes on an
iPhone or regular iPad, with or without a stylus. On the side of the Fineline 2 is a shortcut button, which can
be configured in the smart stylus settings of GoodNotes 4. You also have the right apps for the job. Highly
recommend in conjunction with pencil.


